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THE FAUSSETT PAVILION
PART 1. THE PAVILION
By R. F. JESSUP, F.S.A.
PART 2. A ROMANESQUE SCULPTURE
, By GEORGE ZARNECKI, M.A., PH.D.
(of the Gourtauld Institute of Art, University of London)
PART 1
BRYAN FAUSSETT, a well known Kentish antiquary, was at the time
of his death in 1776 Rector of Monks-Horton and Perpetual Curate of
Nackington. He was an heraldic student of some note, but is more
particularly remembered for his zealous and productive diggings in the
Saxon burial mounds of East Kent, a detailed account of which was
later published from Faussett's own journal by Charles Roach Smith.5
An appendix to the book by Faussett's great-grandson describes the
antiquary's life and activities, further light upon which is shed by
several entries in the private shorthand Diary kept by his friend and
neighbour Joseph Price, Vicar of Brabourne.
In his later years, this gout afflicted parson-squire became overanxious for the clerical preferment which seemed always denied to
him, subject to strong passions and at such times to very unclerical
language, but until the end a man of enthusiastic and enquiring mind
where tithes and matters of antiquity were concerned. Matured was
that excessive zeal which once prompted him to overturn eight burial
mounds before breakfast, and no longer could he and Edward Hasted,
neglecting their ladies, range the countryside for tumuli and Roman
camps properly dressed for it, as Hasted once said,2 like Robinson
Crusoe and Man Friday. Much time was still given to the care of his
collection of antiquities—it contained at a rough guess more than
four hundred brooches and small jewels alone—and to his select cabinet
1
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Inventoriwn Sepulchrale, 1856.
In 1763 : see his letter to Thomas Astle, Arch. Cant., XXVII (1905), 137.
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of more than five thousand British and Roman coins, the duplicates
and indecipherable members of which he had melted and cast into a
bell for the roof of his house at Heppington.1 He made still further
progress in adapting objects from his collection to the outdoor ornament
of Heppington.
Already Faussett had brought home from Sibertswold Down and
fixed in the garden wall the cover of a Roman urn. An account of it
is given in Inventorium Sepulchmle under the date of 27th July, 1772.
A local farmer had recounted the discovery of burial urns full of human
bones which his men had set up and pelted with pieces of stone ploughed
up at the same time. " On hearing this dismal revelation," writes
Faussett, " I immediately went to the spot, where a vast number of
sherds of paterae of fine coralline earth, and other vessels of different
materials, colours, and sizes, which lay dispersed on the very surface
of the ground, too well convinced me of the truth of the honest farmer's
account. Among these sherds we found a piece of the bottom of a
coralline patera, on which is impressed the name of its maker, namely,
PRIMITIVL There also we saw the fatal stones which had served
these more than brutes as instruments to knock these precious remains
of venerable antiquity in pieces with. And there were the very covers
with which the mouths of these two fine and very curious and scarce
family urns . . . had been closed."
The covers, rather than the Samian pottery, interested Faussett.
He noted that they had been broken by the ploughmen, but that each
was a round flat heavy stone of coarse grit, about ten inches in diameter
and nearly three inches thick, not unlike a small grindstone. In the
centre of each was " an infundibuli form foramen " through which,
he thought, were perhaps poured the burial bones of persons of the
same family or libations of milk or wine according to the practice of
those times. It was one of these covers which he carried home and
fixed in the garden wall.
The stones were clearly from a quern or hand-mill, and were perhaps
used as covers for burial urns only when they were worn out, but nevertheless it is possible that these crudely arranged burials were the poor
downland peasant's version of the classical tomb with its opening to
enable libations to be poured among the ashes of the dead. It remains
an interesting speculation.
The stone in the garden wall has a particular concern here, for it
was later to be placed in the garden pavilion with which Faussett was
still engaged the year before he died. We shall digress a moment to
1
An impression of the house at this time may be gained from an engraving
in the Kentish Register for July, 179S. The medieval house with its Tudor
additions had been pulled down about sixty years earlier by Bryan Faussett's
father.
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suggest a possible immediate source for his project. Due regard must
be given to the prevailing background of Romanticism, but against it
we wish to set the friendship between Faussett and Ebenezer
Mussell. This antiquary, described by a contemporary as " a skilful
collector of antiquities," had a house on Bethnal Green where he had
laid down a courtyard of Roman bricks from Richborough in Kent
and rebuilt part of the demolished Aldgate from the City of London,
The friends exchanged visits and presents. A brooch from Ash,
" undoubtedly Roman and truly genuine," and a coin found in the
pocket of one of the Culloden rebels went to London, while Faussett's
collection was enriched with " a brass Lar on a pedestal" dug up in
Canterbury.1 May it not have been after a visit to this open air
museum of archaeology that Faussett decided to fix antiquities in his
own garden wall, and then to build a special pavilion for their better
display and preservation. It seems likely, too, that he may have seen
the display of Roman tomb-stones in their specially constructed niches
in the walls of " The Hermitage " at Higham by Rochester,2 a fine
house rebuilt in 1736 by Sir Francis Head.
The pavilion (Plate I) stood close to Heppington House at the end
of a cedar grove, carpeted with greensward. It was a simple enough
little building, rectangular in plan, constructed of red brick with
sandstone dressings. In style, so far as it was anything at all, it was
Georgian, and not as might have been expected, a piece of eighteenth
century Gothic. It was clearly designed to hold the relics which were
displayed on its inside walls. With each relic was a marble tablet
relating its history in sonorous Latin (see below), and these texts range
in date from 1769 to 1775. Set in the gable was a tablet bearing the
date 1799 in which Henry Godfrey Faussett bore witness to his filial
devotion towards his father, Bryan. It was to be seen from the
disturbance to the surrounding brickwork that this tablet had been
inserted after the pavilion had been built. The sandstone, too, was
harder and coarser than that used for the dressings, and the style of
lettering differed from that used on the marble tablets within.
For very many years the pavilion remained well cared for and a
much appreciated adjunct to the estate. Save for a mass of scribbled
pencillings it even survived the wartime occupation of Heppington by
soldiers. But since the war the estate has changed hands. The fine
timber has been felled, the grounds cut up, and the land put under wide
cultivation. The new owners, who sought proper advice, much hoped
that the pavilion might be preserved and the house and its surroundings
sold as an entity, but when this proved impracticable the house was
1

See Society of Antiquaries MS. No. 723, folio 1.
C. H. Fielding, Hand-book of Higham (1882), 13-16. This house was destroyed
fcy fire and nothing now remains of it or the tombstones.
a
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converted into flats, the antiquities in the pavilion dispersed—again
under advice—and the little building after serving for a while as a
tractor lodge was at last pulled down. It had stood there, a monument
to a taste, for almost two centuries.
There were originally seven curiosities set into its walls, namely,
the quern already mentioned, the bowl of a font from Kingston church,
two sculptured corbels found at Northbourne, the Purbeck marble
effigy of an ecclesiastic from St. Augustine's, Canterbury, a terra-cotta
head from Roman London, and lastly a remarkable piece of Romanesque
sculpture, called by Faussett a bust of King Canute, which came from
the Precincts of Canterbury Cathedral.
Until 1931 the font and one of the Northbourne corbels (Plate II)
were still to be seen in the back wall of the pavilion. In that year Mr.
William Chapman, owner of Heppington, at the suggestion of Major
Gordon Home restored the font to the church at Kingston and made
a gift of a corbel to accompany it. This corbel is an almost life-sized
head which Faussett thought might be of St. Augustine and for that
reason, as he said in the accompanying inscription, he set it up to give
its protection to the font. The inscription tells also the sad story of
the font, how it was cast out of Kingston church and used as a pigtrough. A short modern inscription underneath records the regeneration of the font in 1931 by the Archbishop of Canterbury.
The corbel bears the head of a bearded and moustached man
wearing a cloth hood continued under the chin, and from the style of
the hair it could have been carved at almost any time during the
thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. It has no saintly attributes and no
ecclesiastical character, and the most that it seems certain to say is that
the head is not a portrait of St. Augustine. The corbel has been
mounted in the wall at the west end of Kingston church.
It still overlooks the font which has been most carefully restored by
one of the few remaining workers in Purbeck marble. Fortunately two
complete panels remained for his guidance, and the bowl has been set
up on new shafts and a new base. The eight-sided chamfered bowl
with shallow round-headed arcades two on each face is characteristic
of thirteenth century work.
The scar left by the inscription is clearly to be seen in Plate III.
On the left is the quern-stone lid from Sibertswold and the inscription
telling its story. Both are now in the Royal Museum at Canterbury.
At the top is the other of the two corbel heads from Northbourne
which, according to the account on the marble tablet, were dug up
among the ruins of Ethelbald's Palace there. This limestone carving,
which seems to be of thirteenth century date, has recently been
presented to Northbourne church. Neither the features nor the
style give any help in the identification of the subject. Faussett
4
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(a) Corbel with " St. Augustine ", now in Kingston Church
(b) The restored font in Kingston Church
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The Purbeck marble efflgy in the pavilion in 1950

PLATE V
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Effigy of " King Canute" (Victoria <t- Albert Mimeum)
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assumed that it was King Ethelberht but his ascription seems to rest
only on the fact that at one time the Manor of Northbourne was owned
by Ethelbald, Ethelberht's son. There are still traces of medieval
masonry to be seen at Northbourne Court. The old house was pulled
down in 1750, but the ruined chapel stood for some years longer and it
may have been from this source that Faussett obtained the two corbels
which were in his possession by 1775.
The other curiosity on the back wall was a terra-cotta head 11 inches
in height which Faussett identified as possibly Geta Caesar. The head
is now in Canterbury Museum. It was dug up in 1773 at a considerable
depth with other Roman antiquities on the site of Gresham College in
the City of London. No doubt it formed part of the decoration of one
of the Roman buildings, abundant traces of which have been found
from time to time on this site in Broad Street.
On one side of the wall of the pavilion within the entrance was
mounted part of a Purbeck marble effigy—about two feet of it (Plate
IV)—which was thought to have been dug out of the ruins of St.
Augustine's Abbey many years before it was placed here in 1769. It
had already been clumsily re-cut' for use as building stone, but
there was in addition some deliberate mutilation. The head and the
whole of the figure below the waist was missing, the gloved left hand
had been sliced off so that the tips of the fingers and the outline alone
were left, while part of the right fore-arm and the staff had also been
knocked off. Rather surprisingly the gloved right hand remained ;
it had been cut off in the same way and later refixed, possibly by
Faussett himself, and although it was missing when the accompanying
photograph was taken in 1950, it was in good care and has since been
restored. No other part of this effigy can be recognized among the
architectural fragments now preserved at St. Augustine's Abbey.
The figure is that of an ecclesiastic, and it is tempting to try to
identify it with one of the known dignitaries of the Abbey. The staff
and the decoration on the glove certainly suggest the possibility that
the carving came from the tomb of an abbot, but beyond that it is not
safe to go. The style of the sculpture is that of the late thirteenth or
early fourteenth century; one would perhaps emphasize the close
modelling of the drapery on the limbs, the flat and wide linen folds,
and the clear simple foliage decoration of the apparel. The figure is
now in Canterbury Museum.
The most interesting antiquity preserved in the pavilion was a small
bust attached to the other side wall. It is illustrated in Plate V. The
inscription tells the spectator that he would not believe it, but this bust
was in fact pulled out of the middle of the wall of the Norman Guest
House of the monastery connected with Canterbury Cathedral, where
it was found in 1764 turned downwards, damaged, and daubed with
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plaster. There is no difficulty whatever in accepting this welcome and
frank statement about the place and circumstances of discovery,
though few students to-day would be able to agree that the bust was
that of Canute, the Danish king. The bust recently found a welcome
home in the Museum at Canterbury, and in view of its obvious importance as a remarkable example of late English Romanesque sculpture,
the authorities of that Museum agreed at once that it should be placed
on loan in the Victoria and Albert Museum at South Kensington to
supplement the very few known pieces of the kind available to students.
Here, with the kind co-operation of Mr. H. D. Molesworth, it has
received a detailed study by Dr. George Zarnecki with the very happy
result noted below.
It is worth recording that Faussett himself was much delighted
with this charming little sculpture. On 13 September 1764 he is in
Canterbury waiting to eat a venison dinner with some friends " such
as they are," he writes to Dr. Andrew Ducarel,1 Librarian at Lambeth
Palace, and " I have lately added greatly to my collection by the
acquisition of a very fine mummy (a present from my friend Mussell),
and an almost alto-relievo of Canute the Dane, lately found, with its
face downward, and covered with mortar, in the middle of a very thick
wall belonging to the building where your office2 is kept, in the Mint
Yard. This building was the Aula Hospitum . . . and is certainly
(as you well know) a piece of Norman Architecture. You will, therefore,
I hope, agree with me in looking upon this piece of carving as a valuable
piece of antiquity."
TRANSLATIONS OF THE INSCRIPTIONS
1. The quern-stone
Here is to be seen the stone cover of an ossuary fashioned like a
Roman domestic vessel, found at Sibertswold in AJD. 1773. • Through
the hole in it, those who outlived them were in the habit of pouring
upon the dry remains of their friends tears, wine, milk, honey and
balsams at certain times as a mark of devotion. The urn itself was
made of clay and about the capacity of a peck ; it was filled with
burnt bones and ashes. It was unhappily broken up by the ploughshare
and the all too rough hands of the ploughmen and did not survive.
The cover which can be seen here was of a less fragile nature, and yet
was fractured. It was preserved here as a monument of ancient times
by the desire of B.F.
1

John Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary History of the 18th Century, III, 5.
Ducarel -was formerly Commissary of the Diocese of Canterbury, and had
his office in this building, the northern part of which—and Goatling witnessed the
process—was demolished in 1730, the remainder being put to use as dwellings and
offices.
2
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2. .The font
Of the same date, as it seems, as the church of Kingston in this
neighbourhood, and thrown out from it because of its age ; destined
for many years to contain pig-food (a disgraceful outrage, alas !);
at last rescued from this profanation, B.F. caused it to be put in this
place, by way of piety, under the protection of the great Augustine,
A.D. 1775.
3. The Northbourne corbels
This pair of very ancient and moreover mutilated heads, that is to
say of Ethelbert the fifth king of Kent who flourished about A.D. 564,
and of Augustine the monk who established the Christian faith in this
island in A.D. 597, was dug up among the ruins of the palace of Northbourne, built by Ethelbald son of the said king. Here in this place
B.F. decided that they should be preserved from more serious damage,
A.D. 1775.
4. The terra-cotta head
Here is to be seen the very handsome head of a most comely youth,
perhaps Geta Csesar. Without any doubt it is the fragment of some
Roman building, for it was indeed found, in 1773, with coins, human
bones, ashes and other relics of venerable antiquity, clearly Roman,
in the same place where Gresham College lately stood, and where is now
situated the new house for the receipt of taxes, in Broad Street near
Bishopsgate in the City of London. It was dug up at a considerable
depth. At length, in A.D. 1775, B.F. decided to preserve it in this
place,
5.

The Purbeck marble effigy
An ancient sepulchral stone of a bishop or some mitred abbot
showing unfortunately a mutilated effigy. It was long since dug out
of the ruins of St. Augustine's Monastery at Canterbury, so it is thought.
After it had been thrown from place to place for many years, Brian
Faussett was glad to afford it some sort of refuge, A.D. 1769.
6. The " King Canute " bust
That the bas-relief image which you see represents the likeness of
Canute, the Danish king, who, about A.D. 1023, restored the Cathedral
church of Canterbury, destroyed by his own people, is indeed very
probable, since it was in fact dug out in A.D. 1764 from the middle of a
wall, part of a building likely to have been erected in Norman times,
once called the Guest Hall and situate in the monastery of the same
church, fallen, broken, and besmeared with chalk. Whatever it is,
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Bryan Faussett, in A.D. 1769, inspired by love of antiquity, has taken
care to set it in this place, however unworthy, where it is preserved from
oblivion and rougher hands.
(It should be noted that this inscription is recorded in " antiquarian " Latin of the eighteenth century.)
It gives me pleasure to record the very ready assistance I have
received from Mr. Hugh Finn and Miss D. M. Austen of Nackington
Farms, Ltd., the present owners of Heppington ; from Mr. Frank
Higenbottam, City Librarian of Canterbury and Curator of the Royal
Museum, who also showed me extracts from Joseph Price's Diary which
he has transcribed ; from Dr. C. J. Wright, Rector of Kingston ; from
Mr. William Urry, who at some personal inconvenience was good
enough to check my rendering of certain of the inscriptions ; and once
again from Miss Elaine Tankard of the Liverpool Museums in whose
care rest the Faussett Collection and the original MS. of Inventorium
Sepulchrale. To Major Gordon Home I am especially grateful, for to
him I owe my introduction to the pavilion in 1927, and he has further
given me the benefit of a wide knowledge of Heppington, his wife's
early home.
A paper which included an account of the Faussett pavilion and its
Romanesque sculpture was read by the present authors before the
Society of Antiquaries in November, 1953, and they are indebted to
the Society for permission to publish extracts from that paper here.

PABT 2
The " King Canute " relief (Plate V) is carved on one face of a
rectangular stone, and forms at the base three sides of an octagon
(height 13| in., width 12| in.; thickness 5| in.). A half-figure of an
elderly man, with a short beard and a crown on his head is placed in a
sunk, quatrefoiled field, which was originally enclosed by a moulded
frame. This was probably damaged when the relief was used for
building material, and it was subsequently cut away, probably on
Faussett's order. Needless to say, there is not the slightest evidence
in support of Faussett's identification of the relief as King Canute.
Like many of his contemporaries, Faussett did not realize that the
figures of kings and queens carved on medieval buildings were seldom
figures from national history, but usually ancestors of Christ and the
prophets. The Faussett relief represents, in all probability, a prophet.
His gesture, the hand pointing towards a figure that was placed further
to the right, suggests that the relief formed part of a bigger decorative
scheme. It was probably Christ or the Virgin Mary that formed the
8
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centre of the composition, which, was flanked by reliefs of the prophets.
The discovery at Canterbury of another relief which, I feel certain,
belonged to the same composition, lends further support to this theory.
This second relief (Plate VI) is preserved in the Chapter Library
of Canterbury Cathedral,1 and is fortunately less damaged than the
Faussett sculpture. The stone from which it is carved is of similar
shape, character and size to the Faussett piece, but it retains the
moulded frame of the quatrefoil and also has a roll-moulded upper edge.
The pose of the prophet on the Cathedral Library relief differs from
that on the Faussett stone only in the gesture of the right hand. This
hand fulfils two functions : it supports the coat hanging from the
prophet's back, which, pressed by the forearm to the body, forms a loop,
and secondly, the stretched fingers of the hand, placed in the centre of
the composition, invite the spectator's attention, and through the
gesture of the other hand with its long finger pointing to the
spectator's right, transfers attention to the central figure of
the composition, which, as I have suggested, was probably Christ or the
Virgin Mary. In spite of the great similarities in the formal treatment
of the two prophets, there are considerable psychological differences
between them. The commanding gesture of the Canterbury Library
prophet suggests an energetic, dynamic personality. The left arm of
the Faussett prophet is partly hidden behind the coat, which gives the
figure an air of contemplation, if not timidity.2 It would be interesting
to know which prophets the artist had in mind. In both cases the coat
is fastened in the classical manner on the shoulder, and one must admire
the harmonious, logical flow of the folds from the shoulders down to the
chest and up again to the raised left arms. In spite of their damaged
condition, both heads still testify to the great ability of the artist.
Both heads are those of elderly, bearded men, but they differ considerably in treatment and expression. Of course, they are not portraits,
but are conventional types, yet they have individual features well
expressing their mood and character.
As I have suggested, the two reliefs formed part of a larger decorative scheme, which it is unfortunately impossible to reconstruct with
the help of only two small sculptures. But when we compare the
1
A. Gardner, English Mediaeval Sculpture (Cambridge, 1951), p. 84, pi. 145,
and G-. Zarneoki, Later English Romanesque Sculpture, 1140-1210 (London, 1953),
p. 46, fig. III. The relief was found after the last war, together with several
other sculptures, by Mr. W. TJrry, Keeper of MSS. of the Chapter Library. It is
uncertain whether the relief was placed there for safe keeping, or was perhaps
exposed by a bomb.
* A similar gesture can be found in a Canterbury MS., namely the copy of
the Utrecht Psalter in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris (Lat. 8846) dating
from the beginning of the thirteenth century (of. V. Leroquais, Les Psautiers
Manuscripts Latins des Bibliotheques Publigues de France, Vol. II, Macon, 1940-1,
for instance f. 66).
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shapes of our stones, and the character of their decoration with a
decorative scheme which is still in existence, though it is of a considerably later date, we can obtain a general idea of the purpose for
which our reliefs were made. I have in mind the lower part of the
west front of Wells Cathedral, where the group of the Coronation of
the Virgin, above the west doorway (Plate VII), is flanked by two rows
of quatrefoils with sculptures. These sculptures and the quatrefoiled
frames were not made from the same piece of stone, and were thus easily
exposed to destruction, and in fact, of the four quatrefoils nearest to
the Coronation of the Virgin, only one contains sculpture to-day. This
represents the symbol of St. John the Evangelist.1 The surviving
sculptures of the lower row of quatrefoils are half-figures of angels,
a basic idea similar to that used earlier at Canterbury.
It is quite illuminating to find that the quatrefoils of the upper row
at Wells (see Fig. 1) are made of hexagonal stones, to fit between the

Fia. 1 Wells Cathedral. Quatrefoil on. the West Front

decorative gables of the arcade, which stretches across the west front
of the Cathedral. The upper edge of each hexagonal stone ends in a
roll-moulding, part of a larger string-course. The roll-moulding and
the peculiar shape of the Canterbury reliefs obviously fulfilled similar
functions, though the gables between the reliefs had a much wider angle
than those at Wells. A reconstruction of the Canterbury quatrefoils
is illustrated in Fig. 2.
1
W. H. St. J. Hope, " The Imagery and Sculptures on the West Front of
Wells Cathedral Church," Arclusologia, Vol. 69, pi. 26, N.a.
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. 2 Reconstruction of the Canterbury Quatrefoils

The use of the quatrefoils with sculpture for the decoration of
churches was very common in the Gothic period, particularly in France.
In Eomanesque times, however, such decoration must have been very
rare, and I cannot recall any other examples besides that of Canterbury.
Canterbury seems to have favoured this type of decoration. We find
it, for instance, as the chief enrichment on the tomb of Archbishop
Hubert Walter who died in 1205.1 Earlier still this motive was also
extensively used in the Cathedral for the decoration of the stained glass
windows.2
The quatrefoils containing figural motives were probably adopted
from manuscript illuminations where they appear, at least in England,
in the early twelfth century. An interesting example of the use of
this motive is found in St. Jerome's Commentary on Isaiah in the
Bodleian Library at Oxford (Bodley MS. 717). In this book, decorated
in the early twelfth century in Exeter by a monk, Hugo, an elaborate
initial (fol. 6v reproduced here as Plate VIII, a) depicts the Virgin
enthroned between St. Jerome and Isaiah. Each figure is placed in a
separate quatrefoil. The prophet Isaiah points both bis hands towards
the Virgin in a gesture already familiar to us from the Canterbury
reliefs ; his coat is fastened by a brooch on his right shoulder in the
same classical manner as on our reliefs. There is, however, a gulf of
stylistic difference between the Exeter illumination and the Canterbury
sculptures. The illumination is an early Eomanesque work, closely
related to the Durham book decorations at the close of the eleventh
century, " possibly through a common dependence on the Schools of
Mont St. Michel and Bayeaux."3 The sculpture, however, shows the
1

A. Anderson, English Influence in Norwegian and Swedish Figure Sculpture
in Wood, 1220-1870 (Stockholm, 1960), p. 57, fig. 16.
*-B. Raokham, The Ancient Glass of Canterbury Cathedral (London, 1949),
pis. 80, d, and III.
3
T. S. R. Boase, English Romanesque Illumination, Bodleian Picture Book
No. 1 (Oxford, 1951), p. 3. '
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more mature style of the last phase of Romanesque development. Yet
in the Exeter illumination we already have all the essential elements
contained in the Canterbury sculptures and in the decorative scheme to
which they belonged.
A useful comparison with our reliefs is provided by some of the
illuminations of the Winchester Bible in Winchester Cathedral Library.
In this book we find the use of the quatrefoils not only for single or
pairs of figures, but also for entire groups. In an initial " I" on
folio 127 (Plate VIII, b), for instance, all three types are used. In the
top quatrefoil King Cyrus is shown holding a scroll. Admittedly, he
is depicted here as a full-length figure in a sitting position, but in spite
of that, and although the arrangement of his hands is different, he
presents a fairly close analogy with the prophets on the Canterbury
relief. What is, however, different in these two groups of compositions
is the treatment of draperies. The folds of the illumination are of
a conventional, decorative character, while those of the reliefs are
substantial, they give an impression of weight, they are not mere
patterns but have a physical existence.
The initial of the Winchester Bible mentioned above dates from
c. 1165.: On stylistic grounds our reliefs must be dated much later.
In the development of English sculpture, as we know it to-day, they
should be placed close to, though slightly before, to the early thirteenth
century jamb-figures from St. Mary's Abbey, York.2 The York
sculptors show a good knowledge of the contemporary achievements
of architectural sculpture in the Ile-de-France. Their statues are true
column-figures, but unlike the contemporary sculpture in Northern
France, which is by then already Gothic, they still employ late
Romanesque conventions in the treatment of folds. This, however, is
modified by strong classical elements absorbed from late twelfth century
manuscripts, which, in turn, adopted them from Byzantine sources.
The classical elements of the Canterbury reliefs, although less pronounced than in the York statues, should not be overlooked. They
might have been inspired by a group of manuscripts presented to
Christ Church, Canterbury, by Archbishop Becket and by Herbert of
Bosham. In a forthcoming book on the Canterbury school of illumination, Dr. 0. R. Dodwell suggests that the Becket manuscripts are of
French origin, and that the influence of their style at Canterbury
culminates in the seventies of the twelfth century.3 In the present
state of our knowledge of late Romanesque sculpture in England, I
1

W. Oakshott, The Artists of the Winchester Bible (London, 1945), p. 16.
E. Marcouse1, Figure Sculpture in St. Mary'a Abbey, YorJc (York, 1951),
especially pi. 2.
3
I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Dodwell for his kindness in letting me
use the results of this still unpublished book.
1
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PLATE VII

WELLS CATHEDRAL, West Doorway

PUS.TE VIII

(a) OXFORD, BODLEIAN LIBRARY. Bodley MS. 717, fol. 6v
(The Bodleian Library)

(b) WINCHESTER, CATHEDRAL LIBRARY. The Winchester Bible, fol. 127
(The Warburg Institute)
[face p. 13
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think the most appropriate date that can be suggested for the Canterbury reliefs is round about 1190.1
How would such a date agree with the history of Canterbury
Cathedral 1.
After the great fixe of 1174, all efforts and material resources were
directed towards the rebuilding of the choir, which was completed ten
years later. We know from Gervase's account that financial difficulties
delayed the work of reconstruction.2 It is most improbable that any
other building activities would have been carried out at that time.
On the other hand, the two reliefs certainly did not belong to the
decorative scheme of the newly rebuilt choir, which survives in a
fairly good state of preservation, and contains no decoration of
which our reliefs could have formed a part. The only enrichments of
this choir are the capitals in early Gothic style which are JYench in
character.8 If the reliefs did not belong to the choir, could they have
come from some other part of the Cathedral ? I think this most
unlikely, as the remaining portions of the building were of eleventh and
early twelfth century date (before 1130).
I confess that I am unable to solve this problem satisfactorily. I
can only put forward a suggestion based on the fact that one of the
reliefs is known to have been re-used as building material in the North
Hall. This building is shown under the name of " Aula Nova " on the
celebrated plan of the waterworks of the monastery of Christ Church,
attached to the Canterbury Psalter in Trinity College, Cambridge
(MS. R.17.1, fol. 284v).4 Professor R. Willis dated the plan at c. 1165.5
The purpose of the North Hall is obscure ; probably it was intended as
a guest house. A portion of this building still remains (see Mr.
Jessup's remarks above), but there is no trace of a decorative scheme to
which our reliefs could have belonged. This is not surprising as the
structure was built before 1165, though it was partly rebuilt in the
early thirteenth century.
We know, however, that close to the North Hall was the Almonry
1
A similar date can also be suggested for an interesting sculpture at Bobbing
(Kent), illustrated in the Archaeological Journal, Vol. 21 (1864), p. 264. It exhibits
a style close to the Canterbury reliefs, and its further link with Canterbury is
suggested by its subject, St. Martial, who appears also in the calendar of St.
Augustine's, Canterbury (of. F. Wormald, English Benedictine Calendar after 1100,
Henry Bradshaw Society, Vol. 77, 1939, p. 49).
1
Gervase of Canterbury, Tractatus de combustione et reparatione Cantuariensis
ecclesiae. Rolls Series, Gervasii Cantuariensis Opera Historica (London, 1879),
Vol. I, p. 29.
3
J. Bony, " French Influences on the Origins of English Gothic Architecture,"
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, Vol. 12 (1949), p. 8.
4
M. B. James, The Canterbury Psalter (London, 1935), plate.
5
B. Willis, " The Architectural History of the Conventual Buildings of the
Monastery of Christ Church in Canterbury, Arch. Cant., VII (1868), p. 4.
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Chapel, built' on the land given for that purpose by King Henry II.1
The Almonry was well endowed and one would expect that the chapel
was a sumptuous building. This chapel was replaced by a new one in
1319.2 I think it very probable that the reliefs formed part of the
exterior decoration of the first Almonry Chapel, and when it was pulled
down, the stones were subsequently used for odd repairs and alterations.
If this view is correct, the Almonry Chapel seems to have been an
important building, enriched by most up-to-date sculptors who
evolved a scheme that was to survive the changing taste at the turn
of the century, and served as a basis for the magnificent decoration of
Wells.

1
W. Somner, The Antiquities of Canterbury, ed. by N. Battely (London,.
1703), p. 97.
2
Ibid.
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